POETRY IN REVOLUTION

A half-day festival of revolutionary & experimental poetry from around the world

THURSDAY 2ND NOVEMBER 2017, 1PM - 8PM
LR8, 21 WOODLAND RD, UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL
Free and open to the public

1.00PM DANTE (TRISTAN KAY)
1.30PM OKIGBO (MADHU KRISHNAN)
2.00PM MARAGALL (SALLY-ANN KITTS)
2.30PM TSVETAEVA (CONNOR DOAK)
3.30PM NERUDA (PAUL MERCHANT)
4.00PM APOLLINAIRE (SUSAN HARROW)
4.30PM MIŁOSZ (STANLEY BILL)

FROM 5.15PM
RUSSIAN & EAST EUROPEAN ROUNDTABLE featuring
ROSY CARRICK | SASHA DUGDALE | ROBIN MILNER-GULLAND | GEORGE SZIRTES
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